PFIZER COVID-19 VACCINATION IS RECOMMENDED FOR CHILDREN AGES 5 TO 11
VACCINATIONS FOR 5-11 YEAR OLDS CAN HELP...

... protect family members who are not eligible for vaccination or may be at increased risk of severe COVID-19 infection

... prevent children from getting seriously sick if they do get COVID-19

... keep children in school and help them safely participate in sports, clubs, play dates, and other group activities.
SIDE EFFECTS:

Your child may have some side effects, which are normal signs that their body is building protection.

ON THE ARM WHERE YOUR CHILD GOT THE SHOT:

- PAIN
- REDNESS
- SWELLING

THROUGHOUT THE REST OF THEIR BODY:

- TIREDNESS
- HEADACHE
- MUSCLE PAIN
- CHILLS
- FEVER
- NAUSEA